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**ECHO Status**

The ECHO Operational Ingest has been experiencing periodic issues writing to the internal browse file system. When a problem occurs, Ingest pauses the provider for which the job was processing. ECHO's system monitoring tool attempts a single restart of Ingest. In most cases, resuming Ingest results in a successful job completion. ECHO System Administrators are investigating this issue and the Operations team will continue to monitor the system.

The ECHO Partner Test system continues to have stability issues having to do with a Java or VM issue. ECHO System Administrators are working this issue and hope to find a resolution. As an interim solution, a second instance of the Partner Test kernel will be started on a separate box and all query/order traffic will be routed to it when the primary is unavailable.

There are no updates for the ECHO Testbed system.

**Reverb Status**

- **Reverb Beta Status**
  - Public beta testing continues. ECHO is monitoring user feedback and survey results to identify changes that will be required for the final ECHO Operational release. User
feedback thus far has been very positive.

- **10.35.0 Status**
  - The next version of Reverb (10.35.0) is scheduled for release to Testbed during the week of 4/11. A final list of NCRs included in that release will be published after it is deployed.

- **10.35.1 Planning & Status**
  - 10.35.1 is the final version of Reverb prior to the official "go-live" release. All known showstoppers will be addressed in this release, along with other high priority requests. The 10.35.1 release is planned for deployment to Testbed in late April (~27th).

- **Reverb Workshop**
  - The Reverb workshop will be held May 11th - 12th. Additional details will be provided.

### Upcoming Events

1. **4/11/11 – 10.35.0 Release to Testbed**

### Other Questions

- It is possible that ECHO will be unavailable depending on the impact of the possible government shutdown. ECHO will notify their users and partners when a definite answer is known regarding ECHO’s status.

- **Outstanding Items**
  1. **Granule Metadata Modifications** – Discuss metadata modifications being made by the existing Ingest service:
     - The `<DataFormat>` element is copied from the parent collection if the granule does not provide it
     - The `<RestrictionFlag>` and `<RestrictionComment>` elements are copied from the parent collection if the granule does not provide them.